
1400mm min 1500mm min

900mm min. Or 
conical cap on 
bottom hinge.

Gate latch height : Fig 2.6

100mm max 100mm max

Acitvely supervise children
Never prop the gate open
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Pool Safety Checklist

Have all climbable trees/objects been removed from 
within the Non Climbable Zone (NCZ)?

Have all climable objects been removed from within the 
300mm inside clear area or is the fence shielded to 
deny access to objects?
If a wall forms part of the barrier are all 
openings less than 100mm?

Are all gaps in the fence 100mm or less?

Is a compliant CPR sign facing the shallow end of 
the pool?

Does the gate open away from the pool?

Is the gate latch 1500mm or more from the ground?

When closed can the gate be pulled open?
Even if a child bounces on the gate?

Does the gate self close and self latch from any 
position?

Does the gate close and self latch from resting on 
the strike plate?

Are the hinges more than 900mm apart? Or, are 
they  non-climbable? 

Is the gap between the bottom of the gate and 
the ground less than 100mm?

Have you considered the dangers of propping 
open the gate?

If you would like your pool 
fence inspected 

please call 1300 86 64 63 or 
check out our website 

mypoolinspection.com.au

Around the barrier

Gates

Scan for more 
information

Pool 
Build Date?

………
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Finished Ground LevelPool/Spa

Inside Outside

Fence

1200mm
 Clear Span

ACCEPTABLE

NOT ACCEPTABLE

ACCEPTABLE

Finished Ground LevelPool/Spa

Inside Outside

Fence

1200mm
 Clear Span

Finished Ground LevelPool/Spa

Inside

OutsideFence

1200mm
 Clear Span

1200mm

If windows open into the pool area, are they 
covered by bars or mesh? Or, not able to be 
opened more then 100mm?



Pool Safety Checklist

Are the fences (including Boundary fences) at least 
1200mm high as measured from outside the pool 
area?

Can the fence withstand 33kg of horizontal pressure? 
(e.g. if you push half your body weight against the 
panel/post?)

Are the gaps under the fence 100mm or less?

For all pools (pre 8/90) that have doors opening 
into the pool area, are they self closing and self 
latching?  Are the latches more than 1500mm from 
floor level?

Is the barrier continuous and free of sharp edges?

Where the fence intersects with anything is 
there a 900mm NCZ? 

When squeezing the vertical bars of an aluminium pool 
fence, is the gap on either side less than 105mm?

Disclaimer: This mini checklist 
is not a substitute for an 

inspection of a pool fence by a 
licensed Certifier.  It is provided 

to assist pool owners but it is 
not definitive.

Pool Barrier

Scan for more 
information

Pool 
Build Date?

………

Is the surface under the fence difficult for a 
young child to remove? Is it resistant to erosion 
by weather?

Are there no gaps anywhere in the fence greater than 
100mm?
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For barriers less than 1800mm high, is the height 
and radius of all NCZ's not less than 1200mm?

Ground Level 900
Min

1100
Min

1200
Min

100
Max

100
Max

1200
Min

1100
Min

900
Min

DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES

FIG 2.2 PERPENDICULAR FENCING DIMENSIONS ON 

For fences under 1800mm high can you confirm the 
highest lower horizontal is at least 1100mm from top of 
the fence?

FINISHED GROUND LEVEL

1100mm
min900mm

min

(b) Rails on inside - 
Uprights more than 

10mm apart

(c) Rails on the outside (d) Fencing with several 
horizontal rails (e.g. 

welded steel)

900mm

1100mm

Indentation
Projection

FINISHED GROUND LEVEL

1100mm
900mm

900mm

(a) Fencing with projections and indentations less than 10mm

Less than 10mm

1200mm
min


